Introduction
Data obtained through measurement always contain random error. Random error is readily observed by sampling-making repeated measurements while all experimental conditions remain the same. For various reasons, the measurements will not all be the same and a frequency distribution (see Fig. 1 ) is one way to display the resulting data. The height of each vertical bar indicates the number of times a particular measurement value occurs and the value is indicated by the position of the bar along the horizontal axis.
The measurements are referred to as a sample set, the number of measurements N is called the sample size, and the frequency distribution is called a sample distribution. Were new sample sets taken, random errors would cause each new sample distribution to vary. However, as the sample size increases to infinity, the sample distribution stabilizes. As N → ∞, the sample distribution converges to the parent distribution-a distribution containing complete statistical information about the particular measurement.
Many of the statistical analysis procedures described here will strictly apply only to data whose parent distributions would have the bell shape of the Gaussian distribution. This restriction need not apply rigorously. Results based on the assumption of a Gaussian parent distribution will often be acceptable even for data with non-Gaussian distributions. 1 However, beware of predictions in the tails of a distribution, i.e., the (small) probabilities of getting results far from the mean. The probabilities in the tails are typically where real data deviate most sig-Thus, a single measurement should be regarded as one sample from a parent distribution. Equivalently, a measurement can be modeled as the sum of a signal component and a noise component. The signal component would be the center value or mean of the measurement's parent distribution, and the noise component would be the random error-a quantity equally likely to be positive or negative-that scatters individual measurement values about the mean.
With an understanding of the measuring instrument and its application to a particular apparatus, the experimenter gives a physical interpretation to the signal component. For example, the signal component of a thermometer reading might be interpreted to be the temperature of a system to which the thermometer is attached. Obviously, the interpretation is subject to possible errors, quite distinct from any random error that will also be present in the measurement. For example, the thermometer may be out of calibration or it may not be in proper thermal contact with the system. Such problems can give rise to systematic errors-non-random deviations between the measurement and the physical variable.
Theoretical models provide relationships for physical variables. For example, the temperature of a fixed quantity of gas might be measured along with the pressure and volume in a study of various equations of state such as the van der Waals model. Coming up with and testing theoretical models are typical experimental objectives.
Many statistical analysis procedures can now be broadly summarized as providing some measure of the probability of a data set given nificantly from a Gaussian and the true probabilities of getting results in the tails can be significantly different from the predictions based on a Gaussian data distribution.
the following two hypotheses:
Experimental model: that measurements have random errors about a mean and that any systematic deviations between that mean and the true value of the physical quantity assigned to each measurement are sufficiently small.
Theoretical model: that some particular theoretical relationships or predictions about the physical quantities are correct.
If the statistical analysis then indicates that the data set is too unlikely, at least one of the hypotheses must be rejected. But even if the analysis indicates that the data are reasonably likely, one must still be cautious. The data can appear consistent with the hypotheses even when one or both are false. In particular, systematic errors are often difficult to disentangle from the theoretical model. Sorting out the behavior of measuring instruments from the behavior of the system under investigation and designing experimental procedures to individually and quantifiably verify all aspects of both hypotheses are basic goals of the experimental process.
Random Variables
A random variable is a numerical quantity having a value which varies as one repeats the procedure used to obtain it. Furthermore, the different values or outcomes should occur with fixed probabilities (whether or not those probabilities are known). Throwing a pair of dice generates a random variable y i with the possible outcomes being the integers from two through twelve. A throw of the dice is a discrete random variable, as the outcomes are countable. Each possible outcome for a discrete random variable occurs with a particular probability P (y i ). For example the probability of throwing "boxcars" (two sixes) in a dice game is P (12) = 1/36, while the most likely throw, seven, occurs with a probability of P (7) = 1/6.
Outcome probabilities for a continuous random variable are specified by a probability density function (pdf) p(y) for all values y in the range of possible outcomes. Probabilities for various outcomes are then obtained from the pdf according to either of the following two equivalent statements. Differential statement: The probability dP (y) of an outcome between y and y + dy is given by dP (y) = p(y)dy (1) Integral statement: The probability P (y 1 < y < y 2 ) of an outcome between y 1 and y 2 is given by
In the introduction, we referred to a frequency distribution for a sample set of infinite size as the parent distribution. It is also common to refer to the pdf for a random variable as the variable's parent. Knowing the pdf is equivalent to having an infinite sample set. 
Exercise 1 (a) How would you obtain an approximate value of p(y) (for any
y
The Gaussian
The Gaussian probability density function has the mathematical form
and is parameterized by two quantities: the mean µ y and the standard deviation σ y . The quantity σ 2 y is called the variance. Fig. 2 shows the Gaussian pdf and gives various integral probabilities. A more complete listing of probabilities can be found in Table 2 . You should be familiar with the one-sigma and two-sigma probabilities; there is a 68% probability the measurement will be within one standard deviation of the mean and a 95% probability it will be within two.
When a measurement is written down with a certain number of digits, the probability of the measurement is assumed to be the integral of the Gaussian over a range ±1/2 of the least significant digit. For example, if a voltage reading is written as y = 3.72 V, then the integral probability ∆P of this reading would be ∆P (3.72) = Most of the statistical analysis procedures we will develop are based on the ability to use differential probabilities to describe real measurement values. For this to be valid, the size ∆y of the least significant digit (0.01 V in the example above) must be small compared to the standard deviation σ y . Then, p G (y) will not vary significantly over the range of integration and we can write
i.e., the integral probability is effectively differential.
If ∆y is large compared to σ y , the integral form would be needed to describe the measurement probability and the ability to use standard analysis techniques would be compromised. In the example above, were σ y of the order 0.0001 V, a reading of 3.72 V, were it obtained once, would be obtained on virtually all subsequent measurements. Consequently, multiple measurements and averaging (a common statistical procedure) could not be used to improve the determination of the mean.
Uncertainties, errors, deviations Random errors
A measurement y can be expressed as the sum of the mean of its pdf µ y and a random error
The quantity δ y = y − µ y is also referred to as the deviation (of the measurement from the mean). Normally, the mean is not known and thus the random error cannot be determined. Instead, the experimenter provides an uncertainty quantifying how big a deviation can reasonably be expected. These uncertainties will often be the basis for any statistical assessment of the agreement between theory and experiment.
In this lab, an uncertainty will be taken as the standard deviation σ y of the parent Gaussian for the measurements. For example, a rod length reported as 2.64 ± 0.02 cm would indicate a measurement value y = 2.64 cm and a standard deviation σ y = 0.02 cm. Thus, an uncertainty should not include possible systematic errors; it should only take into account expected random errors. Furthermore, its size should not be chosen extra large to improve the chances of getting results "in range." It should be chosen at the "one-sigma" confidence level-in agreement with a standard deviation-so that the range y ± σ y should include the mean µ y 68% of the time or, equivalently, with a 68% probability.
Systematic Errors
While random errors cause measurement values to differ randomly from the mean of the measurement's parent distribution, systematic errors cause the mean of the parent distribution to differ systematically (non-randomly) from the true physical quantity the mean is interpreted to represent. With y t representing this true value and δ sys the systematic error, this might be expressed
Sometimes δ sys is constant as y t varies. In such cases, it is called an offset or zeroing error and µ y will always be above or below the true value by the same amount. Sometimes δ sys is proportional to y t and it is then referred to as a scaling error. For scaling errors, µ y will always be above or below the true value by the same fractional amount, e.g., always 10% high. In some cases, δ sys is a combination of an offset and a scaling error. Or, δ sys might vary in some arbitrary manner. The procedures to minimize systematic errors are called calibrations, and their design requires careful consideration of the particular instrument and its application.
Accuracy and precision
Combining Eqs. 5 and 6 y = y t + δ y + δ sys
demonstrates that both random and systematic errors contribute to the measurement. Both can be made smaller but neither can ever be entirely eliminated. Accuracy refers to the size of possible systematic errors δ sys while precision refers to the size of possible random errors δ y . While statistical analysis procedures can help determine the size and effects of random errors, they have little to say about systematic errors. Determining the possible size and effects of systematic errors is an important, but often overlooked, part of the experimentalist's work. If systematic errors might be a significant problem, additional measurements (calibrations) should be made to check for and correct them. However, as there is no general way to treat uncorrected systematic errors, they will be presumed insignificant in the sections to follow. Consequently, the mean of a measurement distribution is always assumed to be the true value. In effect, this is the experimental model.
2 A calibration can be treated as an additional hypothesis-either experimental or theoreticalrelating the mean of an uncorrected instrument reading (which then becomes its own independent physical quantity) to the true value of the real physical quantity of interest.
Sample and parent averages
Let y i , i = 1..N represent sample values for a random variable y having probabilities of occurrence governed by a pdf p(y). The sample average of any function f (y) (denoted f (y)) is defined as the value of f (y) averaged over all values of y i
For example, for the function f (y) = y, application of Eq. 8 represents simple averaging of the y-valuesȳ
Note thatȳ, or the sample average of any function, is a random variable; taking a new sample set would produce a different value. However, in the limit of infinite sample size, the average defined by Eq. 8 converges to a well defined constant depending only on the pdf p(y) and the function f (y). This constant is called the expectation value of f (y) and will be denoted by putting angle brackets around the function
Since having an infinite sample is equivalent to having the parent frequency distribution, an expectation value is also called a parent average. The next exercise demonstrates how to obtain a parent average from p(y).
Exercise 2 Show that Eq. 10 leads to the equivalent expression: 
Obviously, you must use f (y) = y for the former and f (y) = (y − µ y ) 2 for the latter.
Equation 14 is the origin of the name standard deviation in that the left side of that equation gives a standard measure of the deviations y −µ y that can be expected from a sample. Equally likely to be positive as negative, deviations have a zero mean ( y − µ y = 0, Eq. 13) and thus some other measure will be needed to describe their average size. The mean absolute deviation-the mean of the absolute value of the deviation-would be one such measure. However, the standard measure is the root-mean-square or rms value. The rms value is the square root of the mean of the square of the values and Eq. 14 says that σ y is this standard deviation for the parent distribution.
Principle of maximum likelihood
Often, an experimental or theoretical model includes constants that are predicted to influence the data. For example, they might be calibration constants or the slope and intercept of a predicted linear relationship between two physical quantities. The constants are assumed to be unknown and estimators of their true values are to be determined based on the experimental data.
One accepted technique is to choose estimators in such a way as to maximize the probability of the data set. This guiding idea is called the principal of maximum likelihood and any parameter value it produces is called a maximum likelihood estimator. We will call such an estimator a best estimate and we will always give it a symbol separate from the true value of the quantity it estimates.
One consequence of the technique is that if the data still turn out to be too unlikely, the hypotheses can confidently be rejected regardless of the parameter values; any other values will only make the data less likely. Another important property of best estimates is that they will often be unbiased estimators. The expectation value of an unbiased estimator is the true value of the quantity being estimated. This is not a necessary consequence of the Principle and is an important property to check for in any results obtained using it. One would like to be certain that if the experiment is repeated many times, the true values would be obtained "on average."
Weighted Average
The first example we will treat using the Principal is a data set y i , i = 1..N in which each of the values is supposed to be a measure of the same physical quantity. That is, each y i is assumed to be a sample from a Gaussian pdf with the same mean µ y , but this mean or true value is unknown and is to be chosen based on the data set. Further assume that the measurements are obtained from a variety of instruments and/or methods so that each measurement y i has a different standard deviation σ i associated with its parent Gaussian. The y i (the measurement values) and the σ i (the standard deviations) are given. We wish to find only the best estimate of the mean µ y .
First, we write an expression for the probability dP (y 1 ) that the first measurement is in a small interval dy 1 about the measured value y 1 in terms of y 1 , dy 1 , µ y and σ 1 .
(15) The probability of the whole set will be the product of N such terms, one for each y i .
dP ({y
The best estimate of µ y is that value which maximizes this probability. The probability maximizes when the sum in the argument of the exponential is minimized. This sum
called the chi-square, has several uses. Here, we consider χ 2 to be a function of µ y and find the value of µ y where it becomes a minimum. This value (denotedȳ for reasons that will become obvious shortly) occurs where the derivative of χ 2 with respect to µ y is zero.
Solving forȳ gives
Eq. 19 is called a weighted average:
where each weight is the inverse of the variance:
Note that larger standard deviations indicate less precisely known measurements and, appropriately, smaller weights in the average. This value ofȳ when used for µ y minimizes the chi-square of Eq. 17 and maximizes the probability of the data set {y i }. Thus, according to the Principle, it is the best estimate of µ y . Butȳ is not expected to be exactly µ y . It is a random variable, following its own pdf.
We can find the expectation value ofȳ quite simply by taking the expectation value of Eq. 20.
Noting that the weights w i are simply constants, and using the rules for the expectation value of a sum this becomes
The expectation values y 1 , y 2 , etc., are all µ y since each y i is a sample from a Gaussian parent with a mean µ y (Eq. 13) giving
Thus, the sample averageȳ defined by Eq. 19 would "on average" give the correct mean µ y . However, as already mentioned,ȳ will not equal µ y for any particular sample. We will not try to prove thatȳ varies according to a Gaussian pdf-it does, and we have just shown that the mean of this pdf is µ y .
We should also want to know the standard deviation of the pdf forȳ. To find this value we use the definition of the variance as the expectation value of the squared magnitude of the variable from its mean (Eq. 14)
Substituting Eq. 20 forȳ gives
This equation is easier to evaluate if it is rewritten
(23) The sum inside this expectation value is squared and this squaring must be done before the expectation value can be treated as a sum of individual terms. The squaring leads to quadratic terms (y i − µ y ) 2 and cross terms
Exercise 4 Show that the expectation value of any cross term is zero.
Hint: the probability for any pair of sample values y i , y j to occur is given by Eq. 16
The expectation value in Eq. 24 should then be evaluated from the expression
Dropping all cross terms in Eq. 23 leaves only the quadratic terms
Taking expectation values term by term, using
i (Eq. 14), and noting that σ
Equation 25 always gives a σȳ smaller than any of the individual σ i . Effectively, Eqs. 19 and 25 are a prescription for turning a group of independent samples (with known standard deviations) into a single sampleȳ with a reduced standard deviation σȳ.
Sample mean and standard deviation
In this section, the Principal will be used to obtain best estimates of both µ y and σ y from a sample set y i , y = 1...N all from the same Gaussian parent distribution.
All of the previous discussion for weighted averaging still applies. With all σ i equal (we will use σ i = σ y in this case), the σ's then drop out of Eq. 19 givinḡ
This is just the sample average, Eq. 9. Previously shown to have an expectation value equal to µ y , it is now seen to be the best estimate for µ y . Equation 25 applied to this case leads to
It states that the standard deviation of the mean is √ N times smaller than the standard deviation of a single value, i.e., the average of 100 values is 10 times more precise than a single value alone. Equation 27 is an important result, but it does not provide an estimate of σ y .
To determine a best estimate of σ y from a sample set of y i 's (all from the same parent) we will first assume that µ y is known. Then the probability of the whole set is constructed (with all equal σ i = σ y ) leading to 
One can get a glimpse into the verity of the 1/(N − 1) factor in Eq. 30 by considering a sample set consisting of a single measurement y 1 . In this case, N = 1 and the sample average is well defined;ȳ = y 1 , indicating the best estimate of parent mean is the single measured value y 1 . But Eq. 30 gives s 2 y = 0/0, an indeterminate expression indicating-quite reasonably-that an estimate of the parent variance cannot be obtained from a single measurement. 
That is, eachȳ must use its own private dummy index. Hint 4: Show how Eq. 32 with Eq. 31 gives
which is basically a restatement of Eq. 27 and useful for this exercise.
We have shown that the sample variance s 
which is a best estimate of σȳ.
The reduced chi-square pdf χ
The sample variance is a random variable; each new sample set would give a new variance. However, rather than discuss the pdf for s 2 y directly, it is more useful to introduce a normalized sample variance
and switch the discussion to this quantity. This new quantity is a reduced chi-square random variable and its pdf will be written p ν (χ 2 ν ). With this normalization, the pdf for χ 2 ν becomes universal-independent of σ y . If σ y is not known, as is often the case, simply keep in mind it is a constant.
The subscript ν, used in labeling the reduced chi-square random variable and its pdf, is called the number of degrees of freedom and is equal to the sample size minus the number of parameters obtained from that sample set and used in the calculation of χ 
for all values of ν. The reduced chi-square pdf's are a class of pdf's distinguished by the integer ν. Several are shown in Fig. 3 . Their dependence on ν should come as no surprise. Just as the pdf forȳ becomes more sharply peaked around µ y as the sample size increases, so too the pdf for s 
Student-T probabilities
Consider a sample meanȳ and a sample standard deviation of the mean sȳ obtained from a sample set y i , i = 1..N . These quantities are best estimates of the true mean µ y and true standard deviation of the mean σȳ of the Gaussian pdf from whichȳ is a sample. Now suppose one wishes to find a 68% or 95% confidence intervals for the unknown mean µ y .
If a random variable y follows a Gaussian pdf, a y value in the range µ y ± σ y occurs 68% of the time and a y value in the range µ y ± 2σ y occurs 95% of the time. This logic is invertible and thus one can construct confidence intervals of the form y ± zσ y for any value of z and the probability such an interval will include the true value µ y will likewise follow from the Gaussian pdf; 68% for z = 1, 95% for z = 2, etc. Such confidence intervals and associated probabilities are seldom reported because they are well known and completely specified once y and σ y are given.
To find confidence intervals using a sample mean and a sample standard deviation of the mean, one can again express the interval in the formȳ ± zsȳ
However, now that the interval is constructed with an estimate rather than a true standard deviation, z = 1 (or z = 2) are not necessarily 68% (or 95%) confidence intervals. William Sealy Gosset, publishing around 1900 under the pseudonym "Student" was the first to provide these "Student-T" probabilities. A difference arises because sȳ might, by chance, come out larger or smaller than σȳ; recall s 2 y /σ 2 y values are distributed according to the reduced chi-square pdf. When the probabilities for all possible values of sȳ are properly taken into account, the confidence level for any z is always smaller than would be predicted based on the Gaussian pdf.
In effect, the uncertainty in how well sȳ estimates σȳ decreases the confidence level for a given z. Because this uncertainty depends on the sample size N , the Student-T confidence intervals also depend on N (via the number of degrees of freedom ν = N − 1). The larger the ν, the better the estimate and the closer the Student-T intervals will be to the corresponding Gaussian intervals. Table 4 at the end of this paper gives some Student-T probabilities. As an example of its use, consider five sample values from which are obtainedȳ and sȳ. There are four degrees of freedom for an sȳ calculated from five samples. Looking at the row for ν = 4, the entry in the second column indicates a 95% probability that the intervalȳ±2.78sȳ will include the true mean µ y . If one were ignorant of the Student-T probabilities one might have assumed that a 95% confidence interval would be, as for a Gaussian,ȳ ± 2 sȳ. 
Correlation
Generally, when there are several measured variables in an experiment, they will be related. Indeed, the typical objective of experimentation is to discover a dependence between variables or verify a particular mathematical relationship. Nonetheless, more often than not, the measurements are correctly termed independent thereby indicating a statistical independence between the measured quantities. Statistical independence between two quantities implies that their random errors are independent. The quantities themselves may or may not be physically related. For example, the length L and period T of a simple pendulum are not physically independent; they are related by T = 2π L/g, where g is the local acceleration due to gravity. However, the random errors in measurements of the pendulum's length and period will be unrelated and thus L and T would be statistically independent.
While statistical independence is generally the rule for measured quantities, there are the occasional exceptions. For example, simultaneously measured voltages are prone to pickup of common random errors. On the other hand, statistical independence is the exception rather that rule for two quantities derived from a single set of measurements, even if the measurements themselves are statistically independent. For example, the slope and intercept obtained from a linear regression analysis are random variables, and are not, in general, statistically independent. In this section, the quantitative measures of statistical dependence, correlation and covariance are defined. Later sections will demonstrate some effects of correlation.
Consider a sampling experiment in which there are two variables, x and y. The variables are always in one-to-one correspondence so that a single sample consists of an ordered x, y pair. The pairs are sampled repeatedly to make the complete sample set of ordered pairs Consider first the limiting case of total positive correlation. In this case, if an x i value is above (or below)x by the amount s x , the corresponding y i value will be above (or below) y by the amount s y . More generally, for any x i , y i in the data set
Note that, looked at separately, each variable can still appear to be randomly varying ac-cording to a Gaussian parent, but the variations are not independent, they are totally correlated. There is really only one random variation which completely determines both the x i and y i variations.
With less than total correlation, one variable's value only partially predicts the other. There remains an independent random component in addition to the predictive, or correlated, component. With negative correlation, total or partial, the predictive components become oppositely signed; when one variable in a pair is above its mean, the predictive component of the other is below its mean. With no correlation, there is no predictive component; knowing the value of one member of the pair provides no information about the other. This is the case of statistical independence. Quantitatively, correlation is described by the correlation coefficient or equivalently by the covariance. The sample covariance s xy is defined
The true covariance σ xy , is defined as the sample covariance in the limit of infinite sample size
or equivalently as the expectation value
Consider an x i , y i pair chosen randomly from an infinite sample. Whether or not the variables are correlated, the x-value (or yvalue) is equally likely to be above or below its mean, and thus the value of x i −x (or y i −ȳ) is equally likely to be positive or negative. But only if the variables are uncorrelated will the product (x i −x)(y i −ȳ) have equally probable positive and negative values and an expectation value of zero. With a positive correlation this product has a positive expectation value and with a negative correlation it has a negative expectation value. Consequently, the covariance σ xy = (x i −x)(y i −ȳ) will be zero, positive, or negative, respectively, depending on whether there is a no correlation, positive, or negative correlation.
The covariance σ xy is limited by the size of σ x and σ y and can vary between
Thus, σ xy is also often written
where ρ, called the correlation coefficient, is between -1 and 1. The inequality expressed by Eq. 40 is also true for the sample standard deviations and sample covariance with the substitution of s's for σ's. The sample correlation coefficient r is then defined s xy = rs x s y and also varies between -1 and 1.
It is common to define the (symmetric) covariance matrix denoted [σ] to describe all the variances and covariances possible between two or more variables. For 3 variables x, y, z it would be
with the extension to more variables obvious. Note that σ xx = σ 2 x is the variance of x with similar relations for σ yy and σ zz
Propagation of Errors
One is often interested in a quantity derived from one or more measurements y 1 , y 2 , ..., y M . For example, y 1 might represent a measurement value for the voltage V across a circuit element, while y 2 might represent a measurement value for the current I through the element. The derived quantity might be the element's resistance R = V /I or the power dissipated P = IV .
The theoretical model doesn't really provide the relationship between the measurement values and the derived quantity. It is better to think of the model as providing the relationship between the measurement's parent means (true values of the physical quantities) and the true value of the derived quantity. Denoting this latter quantity α, the theoretical model provides the relation
The measurement uncertainties (standard deviations) σ 1 , σ 2 , ..., σ M are assumed known and thus each y i is a single sample from a Gaussian pdf of (unknown) mean value µ i and known standard deviation σ i .
The first objective is to find a best estimate of α (which will be denoted a) based on a single set of values y 1 , y 2 , ..., y M . Since the data set probability is maximized if all means µ i are taken equal to the measured values y i , the Principle of Maximum Likelihood suggests that a is obtained by using y i for µ i in Eq. 43
As a is a random variable, consider the distribution of a values obtained by repeatedly evaluating a = f (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y M ), each time from a newly sampled set of y i 's. As additional sample sets are taken, the y i 's would vary according to their individual Gaussian parents and thus the a's would vary as well-according to some new pdf.
Since each y i is from a Gaussian parent, better than 99% of the time the value for any y i will be in the range µ i ±3σ i . We will assume all the σ i are small enough that over these ranges, the function f is accurately represented by a first-order Taylor expansion about the values
where Eq. 43 has been used in the final step. The partial derivatives are simply constants that should be evaluated at the expansion point µ 1 , µ 2 , ..., µ M . However, as the means are typically unknown, they will normally be evaluated at the measured point y 1 , y 2 , ...y M . This should not be a problem because f is assumed to be linear over a range of several σ i about each µ i . If keeping only up to the linear terms (Eq. 45) is a satisfactory approximation, then a's pdf will be Gaussian. A small amount of curvature will not usually cause a problem, but f should not have significant nonlinearities over a range of about ±3σ i in each variable.
Within the linear approximation, the mean and standard deviation of a's pdf can easily be determined. The mean is defined by Eq. 13 (µ a = a ) and the expectation value is easily evaluated from Eq. 45
where we have used the expectation values y i − µ i = 0 to eliminate all terms in the sum.
Thus, we have demonstrated the important result that if a is taken as f (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y M ), it will "on average" be the true value α. The standard deviation is determined via Eq. 14 (σ 2 a = (a − µ a ) 2 ). Using Eq. 45 for a and canceling µ a (= α), the expectation value becomes
Expanding the square of the sum into two sums, one including the quadratic terms and one including the cross terms gives
where the second sum is over all pairs i, j where i > j. (The factor of 2 arises because Eq. 47 would produce two equivalent cross terms, while the sum includes each cross term only once.) Now we can use the definitions for the variances of σ 
to express σ 2 a as
In the typical situation, only a single set of measurements y 1 , y 2 , ., y M and standard deviations (uncertainties) σ 1 , σ 2 , ., ., σ M are available. The quantity a = f (y 1 , y 2 , ., y M ) is then a single sample from a Gaussian parent having a standard deviation (uncertainty) σ aobtained through Eq. 51-and having an unknown mean which will be the true value α of the sought-after quantity. As such, a has much the same interpretation as a single sample or measurement value.
Exercise 9 Assume there are two derived quantities u 1 and u 2 obtained from measurements y a and y b according to the relations 
Linear Regression
Consider the kind of experiment in which one measures a dependent or responding variable y, as an independent or manipulated variable x is systematically varied.
3
The data set consists of corresponding pairs (x i , y i ), i = 1...N . 3 There can be more than one independent variable. Although only a single x-variable is treated explicitly, most of the regression equations and ideas would remain the same if the variable x were considered to be a set of independent variables. Often, theoretical considerations predict a relationship between x and y that can be expressed by a function (called the fitting function)
where F (x) includes M unknown constants α k , k = 1...M called fitting parameters. For example, F (x) = α 1 + α 2 x would specify a straight line fitting function with two unknown fitting parameters-an intercept α 1 and a slope α 2 . Regression analysis is used to obtain best estimates of the fitting parameters from the data set and assess whether the data are consistent with the fitting function. Linear regression is used when F (x) can be expressed as linear function of the fitting parameters
where the f k are linearly independent functions of x with no unknown parameters. Note that the f k (x) may be nonlinear functions of x, e.g., x 2 or sin(x). The fitting function is still linear in the coefficients α k as long as the α k only appear as coefficients (amplitudes) of the f k (x). The x i , y i pairs will be assumed to be statistically independent, i.e., have zero covariances. Although both x i and y i will often have random errors, we will first consider the simpler case where the x i are known exactly and only the y i have random errors. The expected (rms) size of the random error associated with each particular y i value will be represented by σ i . The σ i are assumed known (the uncertainties of the y i ) and may be the same for all data points or they may vary from point to point.
The physical model is not really y = F (x), but rather that F (x i ) gives the mean µ i of the parent Gaussian from which each y i is a sample.
The probability dP i of obtaining a measured y i in a small range dy i can then be written
If there are N such pairs of data points, the probability of all of them occurring is a product of N such terms. The best estimates of the α k 's are those values a k that maximize this product probability, i.e., that minimize the chi-square
This χ 2 is an implicit function of the α k that would appear in F (x i ) and is minimized by setting the M partial derivatives of χ 2 with respect to each α k (evaluated at {α} = {a}) equal to zero.
These M simultaneous equations can then be solved for the M unknown a k 's.
Let's see how this works for a two parameter fit: F (x) = α 1 f 1 (x) + α 2 f 2 (x). The treatment is similar for more than two parameters.
Setting the partial derivatives of χ 2 with respect to α 1 and α 2 equal to zero (at α 1 = a 1 and α 2 = a 2 ) leads to the following two equations, respectively
Defining the following quantities-all of which can be obtained from the known quantities x i , y i , σ i , i = 1...N , and the known functions f 1 and f 2
we can rewrite Eqs. 62 and 63 in matrix form
In this form the solution is easily found by the method of determinants
where D is the determinant
Alternatively, vector algebra can be used. The α's, a's, and Y 's can be written as column vectors on the left
The a's are random variables. If we were to take a whole new set of measurements (samples) of the y i (at the previous values for the x i ) and then recalculate the a's for this set, we should expect them to change. If we did this repeatedly, we would find the a's occur with probabilities governed by their own pdf's. For a single data set, we don't expect the a's to be exactly equal to the α's, but we should expect this to be true on average, i.e.,
The proof can be found in the addendum.
Since the a's can vary (were repeated data sets taken) we should also be interested in the variances of the pdf's for the a's. The variances are defined by
(since the mean value of a k = α k ). Since the a's will generally be correlated, we should also be interested in the covariance between the a's, which are defined by
for k = m. The covariance matrix is used to express these quantities is the covariance matrix and gives the parameter variances (diagonal elements) and covariances (off-diagonal elements). The proof can also be found in the addendum.
Take careful note of the fact that the offdiagonal elements will normally be non-zero. Non-zero covariances imply the parameters will be correlated, and correlated parameters imply the propagated uncertainty in the value of any expression that includes more than one of the fitted parameters will need to take into account the covariance terms.
Uncertainties in Both Variables
When there are uncertainties σ x i and σ y i in both variables, a reasonable procedure is to use the following σ 2 i in the fitting procedure
where dF/dx is evaluated at x i using the best fit parameters from the regression. Consider that σ y i specifies the rms size of the random yvariations that can be expected for the point i, with a similar interpretation for σ x i . Because dF/dx is the slope of the fitting function at the ith data point, a random variation in the x-direction of the amount σ x i would cause an effective random variation in the y-direction of the amount (dF/dx)σ x i . The actual and effective y-variations would be independent and are thus added in quadrature to get the net expected y-variations σ i . Of course, the fitting parameters of F would need to be known to evaluate the derivatives dF/dx. Thus an iterative approach would be used, perhaps starting with a fit neglecting the x-uncertainties. After an initial parameter set is obtained, the fit would be repeated and new a k would be found using the net σ i as given by Eq. 84.
Equally weighted linear regression
Excel's regression program does not let the user provide the σ i values that would ordinarily be needed to apply the linear regression equations (Eqs. 64-83). The Excel regression program assumes the σ i are the same for all data points and thus its results are only valid to the extent this assumption is satisfied. Such a regression would be called equally weighted. Property (a) implies that the data point uncertainties need not be known to determine the fit parameters. This is why Excel does not need σ y to get the a k . And while property (b) implies σ y must be known in order to get the fitting parameter uncertainties σ k , the deviations between the data and the fit can be used to get a best estimate of σ y . Excel uses this best estimate for σ y in the regression equations to get best estimates of the σ k .
The best estimate of σ y will again be denoted s y and it can be obtained using
Compare this with Eq. 30 for a sample set from a single pdf. In both cases s y is an rms deviation between the data point y i -values and their corresponding best estimates (F (x i ) for Eq. 85, y for Eq. 30). And in both cases the divisor is the number of degrees of freedom (N − M for Eq. 85, N − 1 for Eq. 30). Thus, the s y of Eq. 85 is a sample standard deviation and a best estimate of σ y were σ y unknown. One can even show that s 2 y = σ 2 y . In effect, a regression like Excel's first determines the fitting parameters a k , then uses the a k , f k (x i ), and y i to determine s y , and then uses s y as the best estimate of σ y to determine the fitting parameter uncertainties. Because they are obtained using a best estimate s y instead of the true σ y , the fitting parameter uncertainties are really best estimates s k of the true σ k . They are sample standard deviations rather than true standard deviations. Accordingly, the probability that an interval a k ± z s k will include the true value α k is governed by Student-T probabilities with N − M degrees of freedom.
Linear regression with Excel
The starting point for using the Excel linear regression program is to set up columns for the y i and the f k (x i ). The steps will be illustrated for a quadratic fit:
In turns out to be unnecessary to have a column for the constant term; Excel can handle the constant function without using a column. There will need to be columns for y i , x i and x 2 i . Excel's linear regression is found in the Tools|Data Analysis|Regression menu. The dialog box for this procedure appears as in Fig. 4 .
Select the column containing the y i -values for the Input Y-Range. Select what must be
(It would be checked if the fitting function did not include a constant term.) Leave the Labels box unchecked unless your x-and y-ranges include labels at the top of the columns. If you would like, check the Confidence Level box and supply a probability for a Student-T interval next to it. (Intervals for the 95% confidence level are provided automatically.) Select the New Worksheet Ply radio button or the Output Range. For the latter, also specify (in the edit box to its right) the upper left corner of an empty spreadsheet area for the results. Select any of the various options in the lower part of the dialog box and then click OK.
The upper Regression Statistics area contains the sample standard deviation s y (Eq. 85) (referred to as the Standard Error). The lower area contains information about the constant (labeled Intercept) and the fitting parameters a k (labeled X Variable k. Next to the best fit values (labeled Coefficients) are the parameter sample standard deviations s k (labeled Standard Error). Then there are columns for the t Stat and P-value for each parameter. And lastly two double columns for the lower and upper limits of intervals at confidence levels of 95% and the user specified percentage.
Exercise 11 Fit the data in Table 1 
Considerations if σ y is known
In this lab, you will typically be expected to make an estimate of σ y based on the measurement procedures and equipment. So suppose σ y is known. How would this affect the results and interpretation of a regression, such as Excel's, that uses s y for σ y ?
According to property (a) of Exercise 10, no adjustments are needed for the parameters a k because their values do not depend on the value used for σ y . Consequently, the fit and the rms deviation s y would be unaffected.
However, the parameter uncertainties would need to be adjusted. According to property (b) of Exercise 10, the fitting parameter uncertainties σ k are proportional to the data point uncertainties σ y . Since the linear regression uses s y when the proper value is σ y , the scaling property implies they must be multiplied by σ y /s y .
Moreover, after scaling them this way, they should no longer be considered best estimates or sample standard deviations s k . They should be considered true standard deviations, σ k . Consequently, the confidence intervals a k ± zs k calculated according to the Student-T probabilities become invalid and should be replaced by intervals a k ± zσ k calculated according to Gaussian probabilities. 
Nonlinear Regression
Linear regression techniques can only be used when the fitting function can be put in the form of Eq. 56, where dF/dα k is independent of the entire set of fitting parameters α. Many fitting functions cannot be so expressed. For example, a common nonlinear fitting function is an exponential decay with a constant offset.
Nonlinear regression techniques would be needed to find the three fitting parameters in this function for a given data set x i , y i , i = 1...N . Nonlinear regression is similar to linear regression in that the fitting parameters are still taken to be those which minimize the χ 2 of the data set and thus maximize the data set probability; nonlinear regression is still a least squares method based on the principle of maximum likelihood.
Nonlinear regression programs repeatedly "try out" various possible sets of fitting pa- value each parameter set produces. Consult the references to learn about the various "search" algorithms used to find the fitting parameters which minimize the χ 2 . We will not be concerned with that aspect of the programs. Spreadsheet programs and other data analysis packages often have such algorithms (Solver in Excel). Here, we would like to describe how to use the Excel Solver to accomplish the task of finding the best estimates of the fitting parameters and, if needed, their variances and covariances.
To use Solver:
1. Set up an area of the spreadsheet for the fitting parameters. The area need not be contiguous, but using Solver will be somewhat easier if parameters are confined to a single block of cells. Enter initial guesses for the values of each fitting parameter.
2. Enter your data in columns, including x i and y i and their uncertainties σ x i and σ y i . If either σ x i and/or σ y i is the same for all data points, the value can be placed in a single cell.
Create a column for F (x i
). This will be the fitted y-values based on the theoretical formula using the addresses for the x i and the a k fitting parameters.
4. Construct a column for σ i . These are the data point uncertainties constructed according to Eq. 84, based on the derivative of the theoretical formula, and using the cell addresses of the x i -values, the a k fitting parameters, and the measurement uncertainties σ x i and σ y i . If σ i is the same for all data points, it can be assigned to a single spreadsheet cell.
Make a column for (y
i . These are the data point contributions to the chi-square. Sum this column in a separate cell to provide the χ 2 value needed for the fitting procedure.
6. Invoke the Solver from the Tools menu.
The dialog box is shown in Fig. 5 .
7. Provide the cell address of the χ 2 in the Set Target Cell: box. Also click the Min radio button next to Equal To: so that the χ 2 will be minimized (as opposed to maximized or made to take on some particular value, which are also available choices). Parameter variances and covariances are not provided by the Excel Solver program, but can be calculated in subsequent steps. The guiding principle is quite simple. If you offset a fitting parameter by its uncertainty, i.e., from a k to a k + σ k , and if all other fitting parameters are then reoptimized, the χ 2 will change by unity. Based on this principle, the following procedure can be used to find the fitting parameter uncertainties. 12. Change the value in the cell containing one of the fitting parameters, say a k , by a bit-to a new (unoptimized) value we will call a k . The χ 2 will increase because it was originally at a minimum. The cell containing a k is then removed from the list of adjustable parameters and the Solver is rerun. The other parameters might change a bit and the χ 2 might go down a bit, but it will still be larger than the original χ 2 for the fit.
If the change in χ 2
is more (or less) than unity, the tested change in a k is too big (or too small). Repeat the procedure with a value of a k which is closer to (or farther from) the best value a k . 14. Repeat until the final χ 2 has increased by unity at which point the amount by which a k was changed is its uncertainty σ k . That is, when you have found the a k for which the χ 2 increases by one, you then have 16. Repeat the whole procedure for all fitting parameters. The covariances can then be calculated from the following
The sign of σ km is the sign of (a k − a k )(a k m − a m ), i.e., if after increasing a k one finds that a m increases (decreases) upon re-minimizing the χ 2 , σ km is positive (negative).
Cautions
One must be wary in case the search algorithm finds its way into a local χ 2 minimum rather than an absolute minimum. The algorithm may even fail completely if the initial guesses for the fitting parameters are not close enough to the optimum values, and one may have to adjust the initial parameter guesses to get a solution.
Depending on how the algorithm varies the fitting parameters in its search to find the χ 2 minimum, it may be important to have the magnitude of all parameters near unity. This is often a good practice in any case. Thus, if the amplitude of an exponential decay is of order 10 6 , the decay constant is of order 10
, and the background is of order 10 3 , rather than perform the fit directly to Eq. 86 it would be wiser to fit to
so that all fitting parameters are of order unity. 
Evaluation of a Fit
The first evaluations of the agreement between a fitting function and a data set should be performed graphically. Typically, the best fit function y = F (x) is plotted vs. x as a smooth curve (no markers) and overlayed with the x i , y i data points (markers, no curve). It may also be helpful to include error bars on these graphs-lines extending ±σ about each point in either or both the x-and y-directions. The fitting function should pass through roughly 68% of the data points (including their error bars).
Deviations between the fit F (x i ) and the data y i should be random. Deviations which vary smoothly with x would be indicative of systematic errors. Graphing the deviations (also called residuals) y i − F (x i ) vs. x i can be helpful in clarifying whether the deviations are random or systematic.
The chi-square test
In this section, it will be important to distinguish between the true theoretical function F α (x) using the true parameters α k and the best fit F a (x) using the best estimates a k obtained from the fit.
Recall σ i is the expected rms deviation between the measured y i value and the mean of the distribution from which y i is a sample. According to the theory, this mean is F α (x i ) and thus the expectation can be expressed
Of course, any particular value of (y i −F α (x i )) 2 might be larger or smaller than σ 2 i ; it should only be σ 2 i "on average." In order to treat the general case where the σ i are not the same for all points, this equation needs to be rewritten:
Equation 89 is true for every data point and so a sum of this quantity over all N data points should have an expectation value of N .
Note that the term inside the expectation values is the chi-square of Eq. 59. Normally, F α (x) is unknown and it is only F a (x) that is determined by the fit. How does this affect things? Is Eq. 90 valid if F a (x i ) is substituted for F α (x i )? Recall that the fitted values for a k always minimize the chi-square. Thus, for the data set that produced it, F a (x i ) will always give a lower value of χ 2 than would F α (x i ). How much lower? Here is the "on average" answer:
The expectation value of the χ 2 falls by the number of fit parameters M .
The proof of Eq. 91 is tedious (it is a more difficult version of Exercise 6b) and so we will simply illustrate its validity for one particular case. Suppose experimental x i , y i data points are predicted to lie on a straight line. If the line (slope and intercept, M = 2) is known ahead of time (i.e., F α (x) is known), the points would not be expected to fall exactly on that line. On average, random error would scatter each point one-σ i from the line. Were there only two points in the complete data set (a rather small data set, but perfect to make our argument) the χ 2 obtained using F α (x) would have an expectation value of 2. Obviously, if the two points are fit to a straight line, the line will pass exactly through those points. That is, y i = F a (x i ), and thus χ 2 ν = 0-in agreement with Eq. 91.
One can show that the quantity Larger values of χ 2 ν indicate poorer agreement between the data and the fit. Thus, one looks at the reduced chi-square table for the probability of getting a value as large or larger than the actual χ 2 ν value from the fit. If all such values are too improbable to be accepted as a chance occurrence, one must conclude that the data miss the fit by more than can be expected. Either the σ i are underestimated or the fitting formula does not model the data. The latter conclusion might be appropriate if the data appear to deviate systematically from the best fit, while the former might be more appropriate if the scatter in the data points simply appears to be larger than expected.
In rare cases, the χ 2 ν value may come out 4 If F α (x) is known, the quantity
is a reduced chi-square random variable with N degrees of freedom.
too small-well under the expected value of one and indicating that the data agree with the fit too well. In this case, use the table to evaluate the probability of getting any reduced chi-square value this small or smaller. If such small values are too unlikely to be accepted as a chance occurrence, the only logical conclusion is that the σ i are incorrect and overestimated.
Considerations if σ i is unknown
If the values of the σ i are only roughly known, the χ 2 ν value from a fit would not be very useful for a chi-square test. It is not unusual for experimental estimates of σ i to be uncertain at the factor-of-two of level in which case the χ 2 ν is uncertain at the factor-of-four level and the chi-square test is unusable. One might then take the χ If the σ i are so roughly known that the chisquare test is unusable, the fitting parameter uncertainties would also be unreliable. In this case, the σ i can be determined or scaled so as to force the χ 2 value to take on its expectation value, N − M . If the σ i so adjusted can be considered reasonable, the method described previosuly can then be used to determine the fitting parameter uncertainties. They would then become sample standard deviations s k and Student-T confidence intervals would be applicable. Table 3 : Integral of the χ 2 ν probability density function for various values of the number of degrees of freedom ν. The body of the table contains values of χ 2 ν , such that the probability P of exceeding this value is given at the top of the column.
